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FIVE YEARS BEFORE RETIREMENT, JASON KING PREPARES FOR WAR...A drug gang has its

production facility buried deep in the heart of the  Rainforest. Sensing that law enforcement are

closing in, their mercenaries storm the U.S. embassy in Lima, Peru, taking three American hostages

back with them into the jungle.The next day, government black-ops operative Jason King lands in

Iquitos. A single-engine plane will fly him into uncharted territory. He will skydive from 14,000 feet

into the rainforest, armed to the teeth.He will retrieve the hostages, at any cost.It doesn't take long

for all hell to break looseâ€¦HARD IMPACT IS THE PREQUEL TO THE JASON KING SERIES.
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Hard Impact by Matt Rogers follows elite special forces soldier Jason King into the jungle as he

attempts to rescue several Americans after they were kidnapped by drug cartel hit men. Jason King

comes across as an absolute warrior. From his knowledge of cutting edge weapons to his tactics on

the battlefield, he is at the top of his game and those on the other side better be careful. As King

makes his way through the story, he takes down the bad guys one after another. Near the end

though he is forced to make a very difficult decision: does he protect the final hostage all the way to



extraction from danger or does he go back to make sure the bad guys are never able to do harm

again?Hard Impact was a very fun story to me. I couldn't help but feel like I was reading a novel

version of the Rambo movies. The one man taking on the entire enemy army is a bit played out, but

it is still fun to dive into from time to time. The action sequences were over the top, so fans of

realistic military fiction will have issue there. However, those who are fans of action on the level of

Bruce Willis in Die Hard will rejoice in the sheer insanity of the battles. There are times that the

narrative gets a little loose, but it moves at a steady pace and keeps the reader interested. Overall, I

liked it and I look forward to seeing what the rest of the series has to offer.

Jason King books certainly get better and better. My sincere regret is I am "at the end" of the four

book series, until MATT ROGERS produces new work for consumption. This book is filled with

action, terror, and intrigue. In HARD IMPACT, Jason King goes into the jungles of Central American

to attempt to rescue American hostages kidnapped by a drug cartel. Like his other books, this is a

fast-paced, edge-of-your-seat, bite-your-nails-until-they-bleed military action thriller. I read this book

in two days, but fortunately I was "away from home" at a medical meeting without any patient

responsibility. The author's military experience makes his action sequences, and "track them

through the jungle" scenes very believable. The plot moves just as quick as the action. And for the

critics who say that Jason King is too often "over the top" - one should read the Medal of Honor

citations for MGS Roy Benavidez (Vietnam), or MSG Ola Lee Mize or Captain Lewis L. Millett

(Korea) Or Sergeant Charles Coolidge or Corporal Desmond Doss (WWII) and then decide what is

really "over-the-top" Strong work, Matt Rogers. Keep 'em comin'!

Kind of mixed feelings here. The premise behind this series interested me, but I felt a little off by the

bland vanilla writing. I am an action junkie so I thought I would give this series a shot, and picked up

3 of these titles for like $0.99 each (or free).Maybe I am a bit jaded but it just seems to me the

author was a little too generic on this. Some readers are put off by too many details on weapons

and tactics, but I kind of like those details. Now don't overwhelm me, but show me you/your

character know your stuff. Just got this feeling that Matt just did a little research and went off from

there. I question the way that some of the things were handled, like using real names over the radio

instead of call signs. Don't keep telling me that your character is Johnny Bad-Ass, show me with

deeds and actions that your character did to survive. Jason King was okay, but he did pull off a

couple of dumb moves that got some soldiers killed. And the author knocked off 4 Delta operatives

like they were rookies. .Still, the ending was very exciting (except for the quick dismissal of the Delta



soldiers) running thru the jungle. I will probably check out the next Jason King (Isolated) just to see if

the story style improves (plus I already own it).If this was a movie, it would be very B level direct to

video low budget flick.

First of all, if you're looking for a Tom Clancy spy thriller with twists and turns at every chapter, keep

shopping. But if basic, yet a little predictable thriller is what you like, I give it a thumbs up.Jason

King, the main character and a soldier with a hundred lives, delivers great action, and the story is

interesting, so if action, violence, and killing is your thing, like it is mine, this book is for us! Who

needs new characters, and stories every chapter that make no sense until the last 2 chapters? This

book is one story, one plot, and lots of action! What more can you ask for?

Hard Impact is an interesting action packed, fast paced thriller. Though the story is not new and

events and scenes seem to be more legacy style. The story is about heroism of special-ops hero

Jason King and how he rescues the hostage from the kidnappers in dangerous conditions far from

own land. The novel is about the heroism of Jason King, who saves the Americans from the hands

of devils (who hurt innocent people). So there are elements of bravery, danger, violence and drama

in the plot.This seems to be the first book in the series, which means we can expect to see more

thrillers about Jason King, the hero. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a good start and hoping the future ones will surprise

us with an even better variety of plots. All in all a short good traditional plot, somewhat captivating,

motivational and a good read.

This is a superb book in the genre. I finished it in one sitting because i could not stop

reading!Hopefully, there are REAL guys in this world who approximate what Jason King does - We

need them!This is definitely an author to watch - I have already ordered his other books and hope

he writes MORE!!! SOON!!!

Hard Impact was the seventh Jason King book i have read during this past two weeks.. I could not

put the Kindle down. It drew me in like I was literally watching it unfold as a long movie! This series

of 6 and then the 7th book were so well written it makes me wonder if Mr. Rogers was in some

tough military conditions himself - it was so believeable! I would recommend this set of books to

anyone that wanted a keep on the edge of your seat type of action suspense thriller.
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